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WEIGHTED ESTIMATES FOR CLASSICAL OPERATORS 
Hans P; Heinig 1 
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada 
A b s t r a c t 
In this article we discuss recent work on weighted norm inequali-
ties for the Fourier-, Laplace- and Hardy operators. Specifically, we 
give weight conditions in terms of integrals and integral products 
which insure inequalities of the form | | Tf | | _< C | | f I | , where 
q, u p, v 
0 < p , q < ° ° , p .> 1 and f in weighted Hardy- or Lebesgue spa-
ces. In several cases the weights are also near optimal. 
For certain convolution operators the results constitute examples 
of translation invariant operators which map weighted Lp to weighted 
Lq for 1 < q < p < °° . This contrasts with the unweighted case for 
which such operators are zero ([J 9] ) . 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Given a linear operator T , defined on some suitable subspace 
of Lp , then for many problems in mathematical analysis it is desi-
rable to obtain from some known (initial) properties of the operator 
a norm estimate ||Tf||<c||f|| » for p and q in some interval. 
Typical tools to obtain such estimates are the interpolation theorems 
of Riesz-Thorin and Marcinkiewicz and its many generalizations and 
abstractions. 
Naturally one might ask whether the initial data of T implies 
the optimal conclusion, in the sense that if the data implies an 
(Lp, Lq)-estimate of T , does it imply a weighted (Lp, Lq)-estimate 
for some weights u and v of which u = v = 1 is a special case? 
Moreover, are the weights in this class optimal? That is, does the 
weighted estimate imply that the weights belong to that class? Of . 
course an affirmative answer to these questions yield more information 
1 This paper was written during the author's stay at the Centre de 
recherches mathematiques, University de Montreal, January-February 
1986. The support of the Centre and that of the Natural Science 
and Engineering Research Council (grant A-4837) is greatfully 
acknowledged. 
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about T and hence the given problem but it may also lead to weight 
classes with interesting properties. 
A related question is the following: Suppose T is bounded from 
Lp to L^ , where p and q are in. some intervals, say (p0,p-,) 
respectively (qn ,q .j) is there a weight class of functions u , v 
such that T : Lp -> L^ for p and q in extended intervals? That 
is, does the weight class extend the range and domain of the operator 
in this sense? For example, suppose T commutes with translation and 
suppose further that T : Lp -> Lq , 1 < p < q < °° , is bounded. It 
is well known ([19]) that such operators cannot be bounded from Lp 
to Lq if 1 < q < p < oo , (unless T = 0) , however - as we shall 
see - there exist weights u and v , for which, such operators are 
bounded from Lp to Lg , 1 < q < p < °° . 
In this note we elaborate on- and answer some of these questions 
for certain classical operators such as the Fourier- and Laplace trans-
form, the Hardy operator and some of their extensions. We emphasize 
specifically recent work regarding the Fourier transform and show 
(Theorem 3.1) that there exist easily computable weights for which a 
weighted (Lp,Lq)-estimate holds if 0 < p , q < ° ° , p ,> 1 . More-
over, in the range 1 < p •< q < °° the weights are near optimal (The-
orem 3.2). Similar results are given for the Hankel operator. 
There are many weighted Fourier inequalities in the literature 
which have wide applications. Some are used to prove new multiplier 
estimates ([11], |J8]) while others are applied to obtain new repre-
sentation theorems of functions as Laplace transforms ( [3] , [4] , [35] ). 
We discuss here the results of Rooney [35], Aguilera and Harboure [1], 
Hirschman [18] and Flett [11] and show that their weighted Fourier 
estimates are special cases of Theorem 3.2. 
We deduce that one of the weight classes considered here - namely 
the F* classes - are related to the Muckenhoupt weight class A 
(Corollary 3.1). Moreover we state the known A -weighted norm inequa-
lity for the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator (Proposition 3.1) and 
use it to prove another weighted Fourier inequality. Section 3 conclu-
des with some recently established Fourier norm estimates. 
In case p <, 1 , Fourier estimates are in general only possible 
if the domain space of the operator is the Hardy space. In the last 
section we define the weighted (atomic) Hardy space, characterized by 
Garcia-Cuerva [12j , and show that certain weighted L^-estimates of 
the Fourier transform imply weighted Hp-estimates. Indeed the result 
does apply to other operators as well. 
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For several of the estimates given in Section 3, weighted inequa-
lities for the Hardy operator and its dual are required. These re-
sults and various extensions are given in the next sections with 
weight conditions in terms of certain integrals and integral pro-
ducts. Other, rather interesting weight conditions (cf. Gupta, Kufner, 
Triebel) in terms of solutions of certain differential equations are 
not discussed here. Unlike these, our weight conditions do not genera-
lize easily to higher dimensions, however. We do state a weight cha-
racterization of the two dimensional Hardy operator (Theorem 2.4). In 
addition we give weighted results for certain (tmnslation invariant) 
operators which map weighted Lp to Lq spaces, q < p and also 
for Laplace transforms. 
Throughout we adhere to the following notations and conventions: 
te .= (-«f») f R+ ss (0,00) and R+ =- R, x 1R+ . The Lebesgue measure of 
a set E C R is denoted by |E| and Xg is the characteristic func-
tion of E . Given Banach (metric) spaces X and Y , then we will 
also denote by [X,Y] the collection of bounded linear operators T 
from X to Y . In particular we give conditions and operators for 
which T € p.P(ft), L^(fi)] or T e [H^, L*] , where ft is R or R+, 
Lw " ff ! w 1 / r f € L X } w i t h n o r m (metric) | |w1/rf | |r == | |f | |w r and 
H^ is the weighted (atomic) Hardy space. If r * «> the weighted norm 
is interpreted as the essential supremum of f . The conjugate index 
p' of p is defined by p' « p/(p-1) for p > 0 , with p' = 00 if 
p = 1 , and similarly for other letters. 
A , B and C denote constants which may be different at diffe-
rent occurrances. S is the Schwartz class of slowly increasing func-
tions and M the Uavdy-Littlewood maximal operator defined by 
(Mf) (x) --sup -L. f |f (y)| dy t 
X € I J X | * 
I e R L 
where I is an interval. Finally, inequalities are to be interpreted 
in the sense that if the right side is finite, so is the left and the 
inequality holds. 
2. O p e r a t o r s o f H a r d y t y p e 
In this section we discuss weighted Hardy inequalities and pro-
vide a simple proof for the one dimensional operator in the case 1 
< q < p < 00 . Further extensions to certain convolution operators are 
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given, which yield examples of translation invariant operators in 
[Lp, Lq] , 1 < q < p < oo . in addition weight conditions for which 
weighted estimates for the Laplace transform exist are given. The 
section concludes with a weighted estimate for the two dimensional 
Hardy operator. 
Define the Hardy operator P and its dual P' by 
X oo 
(Pf)(x) = J f(t) dt and (P'f)(x) = J f(t) dt . 
0 x 
If 1 < p < oo , then Hardy's inequality ([13]) states that 
00 oo 
Jl (Pf) ( x ) / x | p dX < [p/(p - 1)3P J | f (X) | P dx 
0 0 
with a corresponding dual estimate. There are numerous generaliza-
tions of this result (cf. [26], [33], [39] and the bibliography ci-
ted there). The characterization of the weights given next is in 
terms of integral conditions. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose f , u and v are non negative locally inte-
grable functions on R and let a = v ~p 
(a) Let 1 ̂  p ̂  q < °° , then 
(2.1) |Ju(x)[-(Pf) (x)Jq dx] {i^g A[JV(X) [f(x)]p dx] 
0 0 
if and only if 
(2.2) sup (P'u) (s)1/q(Pa) (s) 1 / p' = B < oo 
s>0 
with the usual modification when p = 1 . Moreover, B ̂  A 
< (P') 1 / P'B . 
(b) If 0 < q < p < oo , p >, 1 , then (2.1) holds if and only 
if 
oo **• 
(2.3) |f[(P'u) (x)1/q(Pa) (x) 1 / q ] r a(x) dx} 1 / r = C < oo J 
0 
where 1/r = 1/q - 1/p . 
(c) The results hold also for the dual operator p' , that is 
(a) and (b) hold with P and P' interchanged. 
Part (a) of Theorem 2.1 in the case q = p was proved in [29] 
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(and elsewhere) and the general case by Maz'ya [28] and Bradley [5], 
Part (b) was proved by Maz'ya [28] in the case 1 < q < p < «> and by 
Sinnamon [38] in the case 0 < q < 1 , p .> 1 . The general case 0 
< q < 1 » P it 1 w a s proved independently also by Sawyer (36] with 
different (Equivalent) weight condition. The simple proof given below 
in the case 1 < q < p < <» is due to Sawyer (personal communication). 
1-n' If a * v v , then integrating and an interchange of order of 
integration shows that 
co x 
| u(x)fj a(y) g(y) dyj dx 
0 0 
00 x y q-1 
= qj u(x)[( (f a(t) g(t) dt) a(y) g(y) dy] dx 
0 0 0 
co y - co 
f 7 q*"1 f 
- qj a(y) g(y)(J a(t) g(t) dt) (J u(x) dx) dy 
o o y 
7 JX a(t)g(t) dt^q"1 7 ¥ q-1 
- q a(y) gCy)-*-— ( u(x)dx)( a(t) dt) dy . 
o l / o a ( t ) d t J J 0 
Now write a - a
1/p+(q*"1)/p+(p*"q)/p and apply Haider»s inequality 
with p , p/(q-1) and p/(p-q) , then the last expression is not 
larger than 
e? D i1/PrTr/o a ( t ) ^ ( t ) d t i p i<q-1>/p 
q a(y)g(y)pdy h^rn a (y) dy 
U j 0 Jo a ( t ) d t 
7 r 7 V q ?
 1 / q V (p-q)/p 
.{jmu(x)dx) (J a ( t ) dt) J a(y) dy} 
The last integral product is by (2.3) dominated by Cq . If in the 
middle integral product we write w(y) • cr(y)/(/o C3r(t) dt) p , then 
the integral takes the form 
co y 
f w(y) íj a(t) g(t) dtl dy . 
0 0 
But by part (a) with q = p this is not larger than 
(P')
P/P' Bp | a(y) g(y)p dy 
5 
whenever 
f? vVpf" I V P ' 
5 B sup ff w(y) dy] ff o(t) dt] 
s > 0 u ; i ; 1 
is finite. But direct integration shows that this is dominated by 
(p - 1)"" '
p
 . Therefore 
* ЛЧ 




>/<PP'>(p - 1)-«I-1>/P(J a(y)g(y)
p
 d y ) ^ . 
0 








 , and taking q's roots. 
We now consider the convolution operator T defined by 
x 
(2.4) (Tf) (x) -= (k*f) (x) - f k(x - y)f(y) dy 
where k(x) >̂  0 and non-increasing. 




reduces to the Hardy operator and for k(x) = x a" /T(a) , 0 < a < 1 , 
the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral operator. Other choices of 
k reduce (2.4) to the more general Erdilyi-Kober operators. 
As special cases of a more general result of [2j and [16] we 
obtain the following two theorems: 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose 1 < p , q < » and u , v non-negative 
weights suoh that with k(x) > 0 , non-inoreasing 








-P' d x j
V P
' < C 
—00 
for some 3 £ [°»13 a w d ^ ^ P ^ ^ l ^ ^ t O r i n case 1 < q < p < °° , 
with 1/r = 1/q - 1/p 
(2.5) ITff k(x - y)qu(x) dx] f fv(x)1"p'dx] 1 v(y)1"p'dy < 00 
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holds. Then the operator T defined by (2.4) is in [LP(R), Lq(R)] 
THEOREM 2.3. If for 1 < p < q < « 
1/s 1/q s 
(2.6) sup ( f u(x) dx] ff v(x)1~p' dx] 
s>0 li J 6̂ j 
and for some $ € Q),1] 
Vqtf __M-ftWv/« i-n' >
1/P' 












holdsj then the Laplace transform L € |LP LqJ . 
In case 1 < q < p < «> , 1/r = 1/q - 1/p , the result holds al-
so provided the previous weight conditions are replaced by 
Tr/fy ^1/q/f I-D' J / q ' i r i-p' 
J [J J u(x)dx) (J v(x) 1 p dx) J v(y) 1 p dy < «> 
0 0 0 and 
,1/qr w 1/qSr 
([( ( e~*™ u(x)dx) q(( v(x)1"p'dx) q ] v(y)1-p'dy < - . 
0 1/y y 
Note that if u and 1/v are decreasing, then it is easily 
seen that in case 1 < P < q < °° the single weight condition (2.6) 
suffices for L € [Lp, Lq] . A weaker condition is shown to be enough 
in the next section. 
Recall that if Th is the translation operator defined by 
(Thf)(x) = f(x - h) , h e R , then the operator T given by (2.4) 
satisfies (T.T)f = (TTh)f so that T is translation invariant. 
Hence by HSrmander's result (DsQ) T jS [LP, LqJ , 1 < q < p < °° . 
On the other hand, Theorem 2.2 shows that there exist weights u and 
v , namely those which satisfy (2.5) for which T £ |j_p, L S . 
Characterizations of weights (in terms of integral conditions) 
for which a higher dimensional weighted Hardy inequality holds are 
in general not available. The notable exception is the two dimensional 
case although various n-dimensional partial results are available. 
We record the special two dimensional case because it is used in the 
proof of Theorem 3.6. 
Let P~ and P^' be the two dimensional Hardy operator and its 
dua I: 
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(P2f)(Xl,x2) -= j j f(v rv 2) dYl dy2 , 
o o 
oo oo 
<P2'fHx1,x2) = \ \ f(yry2) dYl dY2 , 
THEOREM 2^4. ([37J) If 1 < p < q < oo , then P2 € &5<R+) .^(R+0 
if and bnly if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
sup (P,'u)(a,3)1/q(P9o)(a,3)
1/p# < • , 
a,3>0 * z 
a 3 1 7 
[J J (P2o)(x,y)








where a - v . 
A different (calculus) proof of this theorem mav be useful in ob-
taining the higher dimensional analogue and possiblv shows the wav 
in proving the case 1 < q < p < <» . 
3. W e i g h t e d Lp - e s t i m a t e s 
In this section we give estimates for operators of Fourier type 
in weighted Lebesgue spaces. The Fourier transform is defined bv 
(Tf) (x) - f (x) - J e i x # y f (v) dv , X G R , 
R 
where f is in some suitable class for which the integral converges. 
The Fourier transform on Rn is defined similarlv, onlv now R is 
replaced by R and x«y denotes the usual inner product in R 
We wish to find optimal- or near optimal weights u and v for 
which T e [Lp L^] , 0 < p , q < ° ° , P ̂  1 holds. Recall that 
the Fourier transform satisfies I If I I «> <, llfll<| ar-d ||f||2 
= ||f||2 (Plancherel) so that Tf = f is an operator of tvpe (1,») 
and (2,2) . The Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem now Implies the 
Hausdorff-Young inequality T e [LP(R) ,LP# (R)] , 1 < p < 2 . Note 
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that if f € Lp , p > 2 , then the Fourier transform does only exist 
as a distribution and not as a function ([40, p. 34]). 
A somewhat different argument yields the Titchmarsh extension of 
the Hausdorff-Young theorem: Define T by (Tf)(x) = xf(x) and let 
U(E) =- / x" dx , E C R\{0> , then by Plancherel's theorem: 
E 
11 (Tf) (x) |2du(x) = ||f| |2 . 
R 
Now the obvious weak type (1,1) inequality 
y({x € R : I(Tf)(x)| > A}) < u({x <£ R : |x| \\f\\, > A}) 
= 2 J x~2 dx = 2 | |f Hj/X 
X/| fll, 
and the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem ( [40]) yields 
(3.1) f|f(x)|p |x|p~2 dx < cf|f(x)|p dx , 1 < p < 2 . 
R B 
It is.known ([9]) that if the Lp-norm on the right of (3.1) is re-
placed by an Hp-norm, then (3.1) also holds for 0 < p £ 1 .We 
return to this point in the next section. 
A duality argument using (3.1) gives the second Titchmarsh exten-
sion namely 
J / q A - r, J / P 
(3.2) (í|f(x)|
q u(x) dx) < C(í|f(x)|p v(x) dx) 
R R 
with p = q > 2 , U E 1 and v(x) = |x|q~ . Various extensions of 
these results are obtained by further interpolation arguments. We 
mention here Rooney's generalization Q3ET] of Pitf's theorem [34] : 
If 1 < p < « > , 1 < r £ min (p,p') , and p ^ q < r', then (3.2) 
holds with u(x) = |x|q^r'"1 and v(x) = |x|p/r"1 . In a different 
direction Hirschman [18] showed that if u is a weak-L / a function, 
that is, u satisfies for each A > 0 
A1/a|{x 6 R : u(x) > A}| < C , 0 < a < 1 , 
then again, (3.2) holds with p = q = 2 and v(x) = |x|a . A similar 
but more recent result of Aguilera and Harboure [1] is that if for 
each measurable E C R , u satisfies 
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J u(x) dx < C|E|P~1 , 1 < p < 2 , 
E 
then (3.2) is satisfied with p = q and v = 1 . 
These results were further generalized by Flett [11] who conside-
red functions <j> and \p (non-negative measurable) such that 
| {x € R : <f> (x) < y} | < y and similarly for ty . Then, if 1 < r <: 2, 
r < p < q < r ' , (3.2) holds with u = <j>q/r'""1 and v = ij>p/r""1 . 
We now define the weight classes for the first theorem of this 
section. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let u and v be non negative, locally integrable 
functions, 0 < p , q < ° ° , p > 1 and write (as before) a 
= (1/v)^ . The functions u , v belong to the class F if 
(3.3) sup (Pu) (1/s)1/q(Pa) (s) 1 / p' = A < « for 1 < p < q < °° , 
s>0 
and in case 0 < q < p < ° ° , P .> 1 , the two conditions 
00 
j[(Pu) (1/x)1/q(Pa) ( x ) 1 / q ' ] r a(x) dx < » , 
0 
( 3 . 4 ) w ^ 
{[( J t " q / 2 u(t) d t ) V q ( { t - p ' / 2 a ( t ) d t ) 1 / q ] V p ' / 2 a ( x ) d x < -
0 1/x X 
are satisfied with 1/r = 1/q - 1/p . Recall that P denotes the 
Hardy operator discussed in Section 1. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let f be Lebesgue measurable on R . The distribu-
tion function of f is defined by Df (y) = | {x € (R : |f (x) | > y} | , 
y > 0 , and the equimeasurable decreasing rearrangement of |f| by 
f*(t) = inf fy > o : Df(y) < t} . 
Clearly ^ 
t) dt í|f(x)| dx = j f*(
(R 0 
and it is well known that the rearrangement commutes with exponentia-
tion: (fq)* = (f*)q . For properties of rearrangements of functions 
we refer to [25j and [40] . 
If the weights u and 1/v in F , that is, (3.3) and (3.4) 
are replaced by their rearrangements u* and (1/v)sV (hence a by 
40 
D'-1 
d/v)** ), then we write (u,v) € F* . 
REMARK 3.1. If u and 1/v are even and decreasing on R+ , then 
u*(x) - u(x/2) and (1/v)*(x) - (1/v)(x/2) , x > o . Therefore in 
this case (u,v) € F* if and only if 
(3.5) sup (Pu) d/2s)1/q(Pa) (s/2)1/p' = A < « if 1 < p < q < «, 
s>0 ** ."• 
and for 0 < q < p , P .> 1 
oo 
f[(Pu) <1/4x)1/q (Pa) (x)1/q'] a(x) dx < » 
0 
00 00 
(3.6) ° 1 / 4* 












 a(x) dx < ~ , 
X 
1/r = 1/q - 1/p . 
The main result of this section is the following: 
THEOREM 3.1. ([4]). Suppose (u,v) <=F* 0 < p , q < °° , P > 1 
r> p»q -"• 
and f e L£ . 
(i) If lim I If - f|| • 0 for a sequence of simple functions 
n-M» n P»v 
{f } , then {f„} converges in Lq to a function f € Lq . 
The function f is independent of the sequence {fn} <*
nd ^8 
called the Fourier transform of f . 
(ii) There exists a constant C > 0 , such that for all f € L p 
<3-'> i m i q , u i
c i i f i i P , v • 
(iii) If g eLg' , q > 1 and (1/v, 1/u) 6FJ, . , (this aondi-
I / u q ,p 
tion is always satisfied if (u,v) 6 P* for 1 < p < q < ° ° ) , 
P,q as- sra 
then Parseval3 8 formula 
| f (y) g(y) dy - | f(x) g(x) dx 
holds. 
The key element of the proof of this theorem is the estimate 
(3.7). This was proved by Muckenhoupt [31], [32], Jurkat and Sampson 
[23] and Heinig [14], independently, in the case 1 < p < q < » . 
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(The cond it ion F* in case p = q =- 2 in [14] i s replaced by 
P»4 
another condition.) For monotone weights, see also [3J . The case 
1 < q < p < «> was proved by Benedetto, Heinig and Johnson [4] (see 
also [15]) and the case 0 < q < 1 , p >. 1 by Sinnamon [38]. Con-
ceptually the proof of (3.7) is not difficult. One applies Calderon's 
estimate ([6]) 
1/x °° 
(Tf)*(x) < c[ j f*(t)dt + x~1/2 | t"1/2 f*(t)dt| , 
0 1/x 
which holds for all operators of type (1,<») and (2,2) , so in par-
ticular for Tf -= f . But this means that (Tf)* is dominated by the 
sum of a Hardy operator and a dual Hardy operator. Applying the 
weighted estimates of Theorem 2.1 for these operators together with 
Minkowski's inequality and properties of rearrangements one obtains 
(3.7). For the case p -= q = 2 , the Calderon estimate must be repla-
ced by the inequality 
x x 1/t 2 
f [(Tf)*(t) |2 dt < C f [ f f*(y) dyl dt 
0 0 0 
due to Jodeit and Torchinsky ([22, Prop. 3 . Q ) . Since this estimate 
is necessary and sufficient for any operator of type (1,°°) and 
(2,2) , the result follows essentially as above (see [4, Prop. 3.F|). 
If u and 1/v are ,even, define f(y) -= X(0 s/2) * l
vl)° W » 
s > 0 , where a = v p . Substituting this into (3.7) one obtains 
on reducing the integral on the left side 
1/(2s) s/2 ^f s/2 1-
J [ u(x) J I cos xy a(y) dy dx < C a(y)dy 
o o 0 
But o < x < 1/(2s) and 0 < y < s/2 implies 0 < xy < 1/4 so that 
cos xy >, cos 1/4 > 0 . Hence we obtain for all s > 0 , 
(Pu) (l/(2s))1/q(pa) (s/2)1//p' < C and thus the inequality (3.7) is 
essentially sharp: 
THEOREM 3.2. If 0 < p,q < °° and (3.7) is satisfied for all f 
with u and v even> then (3.5) holds. In particular., if u and 
1/v 'are in addition non-increasing in R , then (by Remark 3.1) 
(u,v) e F* n for 1 < p < q < oo . 
P>4 — 
REMARK 3.2. The proof of (3.7) shows that this estimate holds not 
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only for the Fourier transform, but also any operator of (weak) type 
(1,°°) and (2,2) . In Particular, one obtains this result also for 
the Laplace transform L . That is, if (u,v) € P* , 0 <. q < p , 
p > 1 , then L 6 [Lp Lq] . (Compare this with Theorem 2.3.) 
The estimate (3.7) holds for other operators which are not of 
type (1,») and (2,2) but differ from such operators by some power 
function. The Hankel transformation Hx defined by 
00 
(Hxf) (x) - | (xt)
1/2 Jx(xt) f (t) dt, x > 0 , X > - - 2 , 
0 
where D\ is the Bessel function of order A , is such an operator. 
For that operator one has 
THEOREM 3.3. (p0j). Let u and v be non-negative functions on R, 
such that ux(x) - xX+1/2u(x) , vx (x) - x"X"1/2 v(x) , A > - 1/2 . 
If (ux,vx) € F*>q , 1 < p,q < - , then Hx e frP(R+) , ̂ ^ + 0 • 
This result gives in particular an estimate of the Fourier trans-
form of a radial function on fcn . Moreover the weights are near op-
timal in the range 1 < p < q < °° . 
Before continuing our discussion on weighted Fourier estimates, 
we note that Theorem 3.1 contains the previously mentioned results. 
In the case of Aguilera and Harboure, the condition 
u(x) dx < C|E|P~1 f 1 < p < 2 9 
for every measurable set E C OR is equivalent to 
t 
J u*(x) dx < C|t|p"*1 , t « |E| . 
0 
But since 
(1f»-(x)dx) 1/P(} d x j V P ' < Ct<'-P>/P +1'P' - C . 
0 0 
(u,1) € F* and therefore their result follows from Theorem 3.1. p,p » 
To show that Flett's result follows from Theorem 3.1, let u 
* <j>q/r'""1 , 1/v = t|;~p/r+1 , r < p < q < r' , then it suffices to 
shown that (u,v) e F* _ . But since d> and ty satisfy p,q 
|{x : <{)(x) < y}| < y and | {x : ty (x) < y}| < y , 
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we obtain on substituting 
|{x : u(x) > yq/r'"'1}| < y and 
|{xt: (1/v)(x) > y
1" p / r}| < y . 
Now let t - y
q / r" 1 9 respectively t =- y
1~P/r f then in terms of the 
notation of Definition 3.2, this becomes D (t) q / r'~ 1 > t respecti-
vely D.jyv(t)
 p / > t , and in terms of rearrangements u* (x) 
< xq/r'"1 and (1/v)*(x) < x 1~ p / r . But then 
r1fS * J / q/f * r>'-1 ^ 1 / p' ( I u*(x) dx) (J(1/v)*(x)p n dx) 
< (
1jSxq/r'-1 d x )
1 / q
(J xd-p/r)(p'-1) dx)
1/p' < c 
0 0 
for all s > o and hence (u,v) € F* , r ,< p < q ,< r' . 
We therefore obtain not only Hdrmander's multiplier estimate* 
([19]) but also Flett's generalization, namely that if 1 < p < 2 < q 
< «> , a « 1/p - 1/q and | {x 6 R : $ (x) < y} | < y , y > 0 , 4> > 0, 
then for f 6 S (Schwartz class), | | (f<b~a)" | | < C| |f | | , and 
T[ P 
indeed much more. (The n-dimensional version may be deduced from 
[4, Theorem 3.3] or [14].) 
Now we establish Fourier estimates with weights in t he .Mucken-
houpt A class. Although the weight conditions now are not as sharp 
as the ones of Theorem 3.1, some of these results are needed in Sec-
tion 4, also they may be of intrinsic interest. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A non-negative locally integrable function w is 
in A_ , 1 < p < <» , if for each interval I C R 
r V P r Vp' 
(J w(x) dx) (J o(x) dx) < A IX | , 
I I 
1-p' where a -= w * 
It is well known ([7] , [30]) that if w € A p > 1 , then w 
6 A for some r < p . The number pQ = inf r is called the criti-
r<p 
cal exponent for w . Further, as is easily verified, w £ A if and 
only if a e A . . Another property of A needed in the sequel is 
LEMMA 3.1. ([20, Lemma 1]) . If w € A 1 < p < °° , then for eaoh 
x > 0 
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(3.8 ) f y " p w(y) dy < C x " p | w(y) dy 
x 0 
U t i l i z i n g t h i s lemma we o b t a i n t h e f o l l o w i n g c o r o l l a r y of Theorem 
3 . 1 : 
COROLLARY 3 . 1 . Let u and v be even* non-decreasing weight func­
tions on R with u 6 A and a = v P , 1 < P < . q < 2 . I / for 
each s > 0 , 
(3.9) (f u(x) d x ) ( ľ o ( x ) dx) < C s q , 
then 
V q Л . « J / p 
(3 .10 ) ( | | f ( x ) | q | x | q " 2 u ( 1 / x ) d x ) < c ( J | f ( x ) |
P v ( x ) d x ) 
R R 
Of course this is another generalization of Titchmarsh's exten­
sion of the Hausdorff-Young inequality. 
P r o o f . Let w(x) • |x|
q
" u(1/x) , then w is non-increa­
sing on IR. . If (w,v) € F* , then the result follows from Theorem 
3.1. But (w,v) € F* is by (3.5) (and a change of variable) equi-
valent to 
1/q,Sf2 J/P' ) „ •/q f '/p y~qu(y)dy) ( a(y)dy) = B < ... . i s>0 2s 6 
Now by (3.8) and (3.9) the product of these two integrals is finite 
so the corollary is proved. ||| 
Observe that if in addition v € A , then the result holds with 
(3.9) replaced by 
-q/p 
(ľ u(x) dx)(f v(x) dx) < C . 
There is a certain dual result to Corollary 3.1 for functions 
defined on R n 9 for which the following well known weighted L
p-ine-
quality for the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator is required. Now 
however we use the obvious n-dimensional analogue of the definition 
of A (Definition 3.3) where the intervals are replaced by cubes 
n Q in R with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. ([7], [39]). Suppose M is the Hardy-Littlewood 
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maximal operator* then 
(3.11) J |(Mf)(x)| p u(x) dx <.cj |f(x)| pu(x) dx , 
lRn R n 
1 < p < «> 9 if and only if u € A . 
Using this result one obtains the following weighted Fourier ine-
quality for functions with vanishing moment. The proof follows very 
much along the ideas of recent results of C Sadosky and R. L. Whee-
den (Some weighted norm inequalities for the Fourier transform of 
functions with vanishing moments, (Preprint) ) who also obtained 
weighted (Lp,Lg)-estimates, p <, q . 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose f e S , the Schwartz class, and 
j f (x) dx = 0 . 
fcn 
If u € A , 1 < p < » , then 
(3.12) Q |f(x) |Pu(x/ |x |2) |xf2 n dx] < c[J |f (x)x|p u(x) dx] P . 
P r o o f . Since the integral of f is zero, one obtains 
|f(x)| = |J (e i x # t - 1) f(t) dtj 
H,, 
i x « t .. | I 
•e — ' x - t f ( t ) d t + 2 ] f ( t ) d t l x - t 
t | < 1 ' | x Ц t | > 1 
< c [ | x | ( | t f ( t ) | d t + ' ( | f ( t ) | d t | 
|x |< | t |- 1 Ix|>!tr1 
where we used the fact that the inner product of x and y satis-
firs x«y <_ |x| |y[ . Now by Minkowski's inequality 
(J | f ( x ) | p u ( x / | x | 2 ) | x r 2 n d x ) V P < 
cЏu(x/|x| 2) (|x| J | t f ( t) | d t ) P | x f 2 n dx] 
| t | < | x 
,1/P 
c [ j u ( x / | x | 2 ) ( ( | f ( t ) | d t ) | x f 2 n dx] s C ( I 0 + I , ) 





respectively. Now let y. -= x . / | x | , i=1,2,...,n; then |y| 
» |x|~ and with g(t) = |t|f(£) , Proposition 3.1 shows that 







 dyj < c(J |g(x) |
p





To estimate I. , the same substitution as above, duality, a chan­
ge of order of integration and Hdlder's inequality shows that 
rf f p -i1/p 
I
1
 = [J u(y)( j |f(t)|dt) dyj 
B
n |t|>|y| 
-sup IJ h(y) J |f(t)| dt dyl 
R
n |t|>|y| 
< sup J |g(t)|(|t|"
1















where as above g(t) - |t|f(t) and the supremum is taken over all 
functions h , satisfying | |h| | .. , < 1 . But since u € A 
1-D' P',u P P 
implies u * 6 A , , then by Proposition 3.1 the last integral is 
dominated by 
(J |h(t)|p' u(t)1~p' d t ) V P ' < 1 . 
Rn 
This proves the theorem. ||| 
In a similar way, R. Johnson (personal communication) proved that 
(3.12) holds also with two weights and p on the left side replaced 
by q , q >. p , provided certain weight conditions for the two 
weight functions are satisfied. Of course if p -» q and the weights 
are the same; his result reduces to Theorem 3.4. 
The two weight-mixed-norm results of Sadowsky and Wheeden men-
tioned above are somewhat different. One of their results for the 
case n -= 1 can be described as follows: 
Let f be a Schwartz function whose Fourier transform has compact 
•17 
support not containing the origin and satisfies 
f f(xj x^ dx *- 0 , . j = 0,1,2,... . 
R 
I/ 1 < P <. <3 < °° » wq'p Q Ai+ 0/ D *
 ana* k a positive integer, then 
(3.13) (J|i(x)| q|xf k q + a w(1/x) q / p d x ) 1 / q 
R 
< C(j|f(x)|p|x|kp w(x) d x ) 1 / p , 
R 
where a in (3.13) is equal to q/p' - 1 . 
For q = p and k -*' 1 , this result reduces to (3.12) with n » 1, 
Our discussion on weighted (Lp,Lq)-estimates for the Fourier 
transform concludes with some results of Herman and Sawyer as well 
as a result of Benedetto, Heinig and Johnson. 
THEOREM 3.5. ([24]). Suppose u is an even, locally integrable func-
tion on R which is convex and decreases to zero on R . Then for 
2 2 
any v (x) ,> 0 , the Fourier transform T € [L (R),L „(R)~ if and only 
if for all intervals I 
J M( X lv~




(MfXx) = sup ( I u ( y ) 1 / 2 dy) f f(y) dy . 
*61 { i 
The next theorem utilizes Theorem 2.4. 
THEOREM 3.6. ([37, Prop. 1J). Suppose u(x,y) , v(x,y) are symmetric 
about the coordinate axes, u and 1/v are decreasing in each va-
2 2 2 
riable separately on R+ , and d u/dxdy j> o on R . Then the Fou-
rier transform T e QL.2(p2) ,L2(|R2)J if and only if P2 
€ Q L 2 ( R 2 ) , L 2 ( R 2 ) ] where w(x,y) =- x~2y~2u(x"1 ,y~1) . 
THEOREM 3.7. ([4,Theorem 3.3J). If 1 < p < q < «> , q > 1 , then.the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) (u,v) € F ^ q , 
(b) T € [LP(|Rn),Lq (Rn)] , 
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(C) T 6 [LP(Rn),L^[ <Rn)] , 
where T is the Fourier tranaforma |x|u..(x) = (Pu*)(|x|) and 
It I 
u^(t) - | t f 1 J u*(y)<M|t|/y) dy , <j>(s) -= In11"1 ( t ) / (n-1) ! 
0 
4. F o u r i e r e s t i m a t e s o f f u n c t i o n s i n 
w e i g h t e d H a r d y s p a c e s 
We remarked in Section 3 that Titchmarsh's extension of the Haus-
dorff-Young inequality (3.1) holds also for 0 < p < 1 , provided the 
L^-norm on the right side of (3.1) is replaced by the Hardy space 
metric. 
In order to realize a weighted extension of this for Fourier 
transforms and more general integral operators, we define first the 
weighted atomic Hardy spaces studied by Garcia-Cuerva [12]. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let w 6 A , s > 1 , with critical exponent q 
(see Definition 3.3). A real valued function a defined on R is cal-
led a weighted (r,s)-atom, o < r £ 1 , with weight w if 
(i) a is supported in an interval I C ft , 




(here w(I) « J w(x) dx ), 
I 
(iii) | xk a(x) dx *- 0 , k - 0,1,2,..., [qQ/rJ-1 , 
R 
where [ ] denotes the greatest integer function. 
The smallest closed interval containing the support of a is cal-
led the supporting interval of a . 
The weighted atomia Hardy space Hr , 0 < r <, 1 , with weight w 
consists of those distributions f of the form 
t - E Xjaj . 
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where a. are weighted (r,s)-atoms with weight w and X. real num-
bers. The metric in Hr is defined by 
w 
|£|| - [inf { E |X,|r t f - E X.a.f! 
1/r 
In order to prove Fourier estimates for functions in these spaces, 
we consider the integral operator K defined by 
(4.1) (Kf)(x) = JK(x,y)f(y) dy , 
|R 
where the kernel K(x,y) is homogeneous of degree -1 , that is the 
kernel satisfies K(xA,yA) = A"1K(x,y) , X > 0 . Note that with 
K(x,y) = e i y / x x"1 , x, y € (R , or K(x,y) « e"y/x x*"1 , x, y e R+ 
we see that (Kf)(x) = f(1/x)/x , respectively, (Kf)(x) 
= (Lf)(1/x)/x . Here L denotes the Laplace transform. These two 
operators are of specific interest here. 
THEOREM 4.1. ([17, Theorem 3.3]). Let Kf be defined by (4.1). If 
(i) K(1,y) = k(y) has bounded derivatives of order n , n £ 1 , 
( i i ) u <s A ( n + 1 ) p , v € A ( n + ( J ) r , 1/(n+1) < r < p < 2/ (n+1) , 
where u and v are even3 and the critical exponent of v 
satisfies q > nr , 
( i i i ) for each interval I C IR , u ( 0 , | I | ) v ( I ) ~ p / r £ C < » , 
(iv) for each weighted (r ,(n+1)r)-atom a with weight v 
l l K a l l ( n + 1 ) P > u i
C M a M ( n + 1 ) r , v ' 
then for any f 6 Hr 
(4.2) K e [IF, L P ( R + 0 . 
Applying this result to either the Fourier transform or the Laplace 
transform, we get the following result: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let u and v be even, non-decreasing on iR+ . If u 
6 A ( n + 1 ) , v € A ( n + 1 ) r , 1/(n+1) < r < p < 2/(n+1) , n > 1 and 






(jl (Tf) (x) |p|x|P~2u(1/x)dx) < C||f| | r 
0 V 
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where T is the Laplace- or Fourier transform. 
P r o o f . Since Corollary 3.1 holds also for the Laplace trans-
form in place of the Fourier transform (with R replaced by R ) it 
suffices to show (iv) of Theorem 4.1 with (Kf)(x) = f(1/x)/x or 
(Kf) (x) = (Lf) (1/x)/x . 
Let (n+1)p = q and (n+1)r = p , then u e A- , and v e A— . 
-I P 
Hence by Corollary 3.1 (and the observation following the proof) shows 
that (3.10) holds if (3.9) is replaced by 
s s — .— 
-q/p 
< C 
(í u(x) dx)(f v(x) dx) 
0 0 
s > 0 . But q/p = p/r 
Ґ — — 0 l/q r "i 




"^u(1/x) dx) < C(j.|f (x) j
p
v(x) dx) 
for all so that 
1
/
q A. .r. v1/p 





 < °° . 
s>0 
A change of variable in the left integral of (4.3) shows that 
I I K f 










 T n i s 
REMARK. It is clear that there are non-constant wesights u and v 
which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.2. On the other hand the 
weight condition is only sufficient for the weight estimate. It also 
would be desirable to eliminate the monotonicity conditions imposed 
on u and v in Theorem 4.2 which means the elimination of the mono­
tonicity condition in Corollary 3.1. 
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